
TUBERCULOSIS CAUSES SYMPTOMS TREATMENT

Learn about the symptoms, treatment and prevention of this common infectious disease.

Tuberculosis is curable and preventable. Some people are known to have a higher risk of becoming ill. The
BCG vaccine isn't recommended for general use in the United States because it isn't very effective in adults.
Regular contact with people who are ill increases your chances of exposure to TB bacteria. Heart disorders.
TB medication can be toxic to the liver, and although side effects are uncommon, when they do occur, they
can be quite serious. Active, drug-sensitive TB disease is treated with a standard 6-month course of 4
antimicrobial drugs that are provided with information, supervision and support to the patient by a health
worker or trained volunteer. Without proper treatment up to two thirds of people ill with TB will die.
Treatment The majority of TB cases can be cured when the right medication is available and administered
correctly. The liver and kidneys: It can impair the waste filtration functions and lead to blood in the urine.
Major problems with the older tests are the lack of accuracy as well as the time they take. People with TB
disease usually have symptoms and may spread TB bacteria to others. These functions become impaired if the
liver or kidneys are affected by tuberculosis. It started with a cough and sore throat. People nearby may
breathe in these bacteria and become infected. The only type of tuberculosis that is contagious is the active
variety, when it affects the lungs. Living in or emigrating from a country where TB is common. Tuberculosis
germs spread more easily in small closed spaces where air doesn't move. Symptoms will depend on the part it
affects. Blood tests, chest X-rays, and sputum tests can all be used to test for the presence of TB bacteria and
may be used alongside a skin test. If you receive a low or fixed income, live in a remote area, have recently
immigrated to the United States, or are homeless, you may lack access to the medical care needed to diagnose
and treat TB. But most of the drugs were developed many years ago. Early warning signs According to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention CDC , the symptoms of TB disease include: feeling sick or weak
loss of appetite and weight loss chills, fever, and night sweats a severe cough that lasts for 3 weeks or more
chest pain TB can also affect other parts of the body. Some of the drugs have very severe side effects and are
very difficult to take for such a long period of time. What Causes TB Tuberculosis is an infection caused by
bacteria. About one-third of the world's population has latent TB, which means people have been infected by
TB bacteria but are not yet ill with disease and cannot transmit the disease. Your liver and kidneys help filter
waste and impurities from your bloodstream. Living with someone who has TB increases your risk. The
treatment usually consists of a combination of drugs that must be taken for at least six months. TB affects all
age groups and all parts of the world. People ill with TB can infect up to other people through close contact
over the course of a year. The brain: It can lead to meningitis. Tobacco use. Being drug sensitive is the
opposite of being drug resistant. The precise type and length of antibiotic treatment depend on a person's age,
overall health, potential resistance to drugs, whether the TB is latent or active, and the location of infection i.
With newer tests a major issue is the cost. Dozens of new TB vaccines are in various stages of development
and testing. Symptoms During a latent stage, TB has no symptoms. Without treatment, TB can spread to other
parts of the body through the bloodstream: The bones: There may be spinal pain and joint destruction.


